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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture.
We pay our respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging.

Drawing inspiration from ‘The Secret Garden’ by Frances Hodgson Burnett, as well as the mostbeloved 1949 film adaptation. We invite you to explore a hidden sanctuary of serenity and wonder.

“The tiny seed knew that in order to grow it needed to be dropped in dirt,
covered in darkness, and struggle to reach the light.”
- Sandra Kring
In an age over-cluttered by technology and information overload, pandemics, climate crisis and
global unrest, it is good to be reminded consciously how infinitely superior is a child’s world reached
through the imagination, where to scatter seeds and watch them grow through the earth and flower
is a miracle that we cling to for its magic more than ever.
At the heart of the story of ‘The Secret Garden’ is an orphan and her friends – children who spend
one Summer bringing back to life a walled-in garden that had been deserted and neglected for
many years. It is the story of the spirit of rebirth, that through nurturing nature, life flows back into
our own veins once more.
In life what appears to be dead may in fact be lying dormant within the fecund earth, full of potent
potentiality and awaiting the right conditions to thrive once again. This tale of transformation is
rejoicing in nature, the healing power of the changing seasons and nature’s eﬀect on the human
spirit. We nurture nature and nature nourishes us.

“Now is the time to plant seeds of positivity and
vision in our collective Secret Garden.”
- Kitty Clark
Now more than ever, we need to pay attention to how we cultivate the mind because
our thoughts become ‘us’, and then ‘we’ become the world.
“One of the new things people began to find out in the last century was that thoughts –
just mere thoughts – are as powerful as electric batteries – as good for one as sunlight
is, or as bad for one as poison.
To let a sad thought or a bad one get into your mind is as dangerous as letting a
scarlet fever germ get into your body.” – The Secret Garden.

Curated by Kitty Clark
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ALEX XERRI
Alex studio practice explores the discovery of the wonders of ancient
and fascinating debris of life scattered in distant unknown lands. Her
paintings are playful, rough, and employ a bright and fiery palette and
gritty, rocky textures.
Alex Xerri is a painter/ceramicist from Sydney. She has completed a
Bachelor of Fine Art majoring in painting at the National Art School and
is currently completing a Master of Fine Art at the National Art School,
majoring in painting. Xerri has exhibited in a number of exhibitions since
2016, including at Carriageworks and Alaska Projects in Sydney, as well
as internationally in Nottingham, England as well as in Seattle and New
York City, USA.
Saint Cloche most recently revealed Xerri within NEXT @ Sydney
Contemporary 2019 – a recent annexe that showcased the next
generation of talent with 50 works from artists under the age of 30.
“Exploring the phenomena of rare and extinct plant life through vibrant
strange landforms. The world’s largest flowers bloom below bright lava
flows, volcanoes merge with starry skies, and prehistoric plant life is
rejuvenated.”
@prehistorytv
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LAVA FLOW OVER GIANT SPECKLED FLOWER
Acrylic and stone on canvas
41 x 51 cm
$700

RAINFALL AND FOUR SUNRISES
Acrylic and stone on canvas
41 x 51 cm
$700

PROTEA AND COBRA
Acrylic and stone on canvas
36 x 46 cm
$650

RED SEDAN RED PROTEA
Acrylic and stone on canvas
51 x 71 cm
$850

BRIDGETTE MCNAB
Bridgette McNab is a graphic still life and portrait painter currently
living in Melbourne, Australia. Employing a mise-en-scene approach to
painting, McNab’s serialized compositions self reflexively examine
fantasy, fiction and artifice. Created using a lexicon of appropriationist
techniques, McNab forges fictional realities in which her subjects live,
exploring the performative nature of contemporary culture.
Bridgette McNab is an Australian artist, currently living in Melbourne,
who graduated from The National Art School with an Honours Degree
in Painting in 2011; the sole recipient of the prestigious Clitheroe
Foundation Honours Scholarship. Since then she has exhibited
extensively and appeared as a finalist in many well-known art prizes
such as The Archibald Prize, The Doug Moran National Portrait Prize
and the Portia Geach Memorial Award. After years living abroad,
Bridgette has returned to Australia to establish her studio practice in
Melbourne.
‘There are always flowers for those who want to see them’ – Matisse
“These works were created in the midst of an unprecedented global
pandemic. In lockdown and limited to an hour per day outing within a
5km radius of my Melbourne CBD suburb, I searched for a secret garden
within the confines of these new-found limitations.
I found my garden within the art books in my studio, linen in my
cupboard, a daﬀodil growing in a pot on my verandah and through
invented scenarios. Nature is a grounding reminder of the fragility of life,
sparking gratitude for the now as nothing is promised and forever,
everything is temporary. “
@bridgettemcnab
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Love Lockdown
Oil on board
40 x 60 cm
$1,500

Anemones with Matisse
Oil on board
80 x 55 cm
$2,300

Lockdown Daﬀodil
Oil on board
23 x 30 cm
$750

French Linen
Oil on board
56 x 40 cm
$1,400

CARISSA KARAMARKO
Carissa Karamarko is an emerging Australian artist from Sydney whose
artistic career came via the converging paths of music and design. Her
work is inspired by journals, process diaries and scenes of daily life, and
underpinned by an intuitive investigation of objects, colours, textures,
and her own emotions. Her work is defined by a whimsical yet layered
homage to the reverence and tradition of a still life. Through an intuitive
approach to colour and texture, Carissa’s creations have an ineﬀable
quality that has come to be highly sought after in private collections
locally and internationally.
In 2018 Carissa was a finalist in the Geelong Contemporary Art Award
& Exhibition, Muswellbrook Art Prize & Exhibition, Mosman Art Prize &
Exhibition, and Kangaroo Valley Art Prizes.
“This series “Suburban Wonderland” departs from my typical Still Life
practice, just as we have all briefly departed from our ordinary lives in
the turbulence of 2020. Performing routine walks around my allotted
5kms of urban landscape, my imagination took the reigns to stave oﬀ
insanity, creating a wonderland out of the neighbourhood gardens. Each
garden looked more magical than the last through this lens, tucked away
behind fences, my tentative, shy peering-over, slowly transforming into
unabashedly eager lunges over boundaries – taking in another’s private
sanctuary with my greedy senses.
These scenes became a secret garden of my own making, fueling and
protecting the wonder that lies within me; the same wonder in which I
create. The works were created in Oil on Italian Cotton and are framed
in Tasmanian Oak.”
@carissakaramarko
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Suburban Wonderland I
Oil on cotton canvas, Framed in Tasmanian Oak
54 x 48.5 cm
$900

Suburban Wonderland II
Oil on cotton canvas, Framed in Tasmanian Oak
54 x 48.5 cm
$900

Suburban Wonderland III
Oil on cotton canvas, Framed in Tasmanian Oak
54 x 48.5 cm
$900

DAVID WHITWORTH
After completing a Bachelor of Fine Arts majoring in painting at the
National Art School in 2006 and Honours at Sydney College of the Arts
in 2009, David went on to study and become a Landscape Architect.
The two vocations oﬀering complementary viewpoints on a single
subject of interest - the relationship between people and place.
David is well-known for his love of plants and nature, and is an avid
green-thumb. His favourite thing is to spend time exploring the great
outdoors or nurturing precious specimens of plants back to good health.
Retail therapy for David would be shopping at a garden nursery treating
himself by purchasing unique plants.
“As a landscape architect and painter, gardens are places carefully
considered. The meaning of a garden and its potency never assumed yet
understood through observation and experience. Gardens understood as
sites of connection, relationships and care.
I loved ‘the secret garden’ as a child - the idea of a secret place in
nature, acting as a healing balm. Garden-less now, in this upside down
year, I find painting acts as a way out and a way in. A chance to stake a
claim to fleeting moments, and make singular experiences resonate. A
chance to tend and cultivate.”
@gypsyfishes
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Fig window
Acrylic on Board
28 x 35 cm
$650

Fearnley grounds
Acrylic on Board
28 x 35 cm
$650

Mckell Park
Acrylic on Board
28 x 35 cm
$650

Bull Island
Gouache on Paper (framed)
26 x 33 cm
$600

ELLA BENDRUPS
Ella Bendrups is an emerging ceramic artist who creates innate forms
refined for a modern context. Ella’s practice explores ancient clay and
stone artifacts and their ability to transcend the times and cultures in
which they were created. She embraces the expressive nature of hand
building, pinching, coiling and carving clay to highlight the maker’s
touch.
With a background in styling supported by studies in Communication
Design and Interior Design and Decoration at RMIT University, Ella
began social ceramics classes in late 2015 before progressing to a selfled explorative practice. Ella hand builds each of her pieces in a small
home studio in Melbourne’s inner North.
“This body of work evokes the idea of sanctuary through the
reinterpretation of ancient temple pottery. The use of familiar classical
forms elicits a sense of stillness, which is reinforced by the visual and
physical weight of the pieces. Surface decoration has been eschewed in
favour of subtle surface treatments to emphasise the interplay of light
across and around the bodies of the pieces. The raw colours of the fired
clays are preserved, speaking to the earth from which they originated.”
@ellabendrups
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left to right
Sanctuary 'Thalia' III
Teracotta, Liquid Quartz Sealer
26.5 x 11 cm
$400
Sanctuary 'Euterpe' II
Terracotta, Liquid Quartz Sealer
29 x 11 cm
$300
Sanctuary 'Terpsichore' IV
Terracotta, Liquid Quartz Sealer
23.5 x 12 cm
$300

left to right
Sanctuary 'Erato' II
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
27 x 10.5 cm
$300
Sanctuary 'Euterpe' I
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
32 x 11 cm
$300
Sanctuary 'Terpsichore' III
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
24 x 13 cm
$300

left to right
Sanctuary 'Polyhymnia' I
Black Scarva Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
39 x 16 cm
$750
Sanctuary 'Polyhymnia' II
Black Scarva Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
39.5 x 16 cm
$750

Sanctuary 'Urania' II
Terracotta, Liquid Quartz Sealer
20 x 13 cm
$300

Sanctuary 'Urania' I
Terracotta, Liquid Quartz Sealer
25.5 x 14 cm
$400

Sanctuary 'Thalia' II
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
27 x 10.5 cm
$450

Sanctuary 'Thalia' I
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
35.5 x 13.5 cm
$650

Sanctuary 'Erato' I
Cream Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
37.5 x 14 cm
$550

Sanctuary 'Terpsichore' II
White Raku Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
37.5 x 13 cm
$500

Sanctuary 'Polyhymnia' III
Natural Stoneware, Liquid Quartz Sealer
35 x 13 cm
$550

FIONA ALVAREZ
Fiona Alvarez is an artist based in Sydney. She graduated from City Art
Institute in 1983 with a major in sculpture and minor in drawing. Since
then she has worked across various area in the arts including sculpture
and community arts. As a student she assisted two artists with the
production and installation of their works for two Sydney Biennales. She
was highly commended for her sculpture in the Travelling Art
Scholarship 1983. The lure of seeing the world drew Fiona to film (art
department - sets, prop making and special eﬀects prosthetics) working
in Australia and abroad.
More recently Fiona has completed an Advanced Diploma (2019) in
ceramics at Northern Beaches TAFE. During her studies she found
mould-making and slip casting oﬀered a way of developing her concepts
around truth in artifice through its transformational and sometimes
ambiguous, sometimes contradictory properties. Some of her recent
works are featured on the cover of The Journal of Australian Ceramics,
July 2020.
“My vessels draw on themes that weave through the story of The Secret
Garden - the seeming magic and alchemy of transformation, the
children’s growth and self-actualisation through their tending of the
garden. My vessels reflect this through the translation of one material
expression to become another and their optimistic postures and colours.”
@fiona_alvarez_ceramics
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Lotus
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze and resin with gold dust
10H x 11.5W x 14.5L cm
$95

Posy
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
16.5H X 7.5W X 9.7L cm
$110

Tendril
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
26H X 15W X 15.5L cm
$200

Bloom
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze and resin with gold dust
30.5H X 13W X 13L cm
$260

Specimen
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
37H X 8W X 8.5L cm
$260

Sprig
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
20H X 4W X 4L cm
$80

Stem
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
19.5H X 5W X 5L cm
$80

Stem
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze and gold lustre
19.5H X 5W X 5L cm
$90

Stem
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
19.5H X 5W X 5L cm
$80

Buddy
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
10H X 4W X 4L cm
$60

Buddy
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze, acrylic and flocking fibres
10H X 4W X 4L cm
$70

Buddy
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze and gold lustre
10H X 4W X 4L cm
$70

Stalk
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
16H X 6W X 6L cm
$80

Sprout
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
12.5H X 3.5W X 8.5L cm
$80

Sprout
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
12.5H X 3.5W X 8.5L cm
$80

Blossom
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze and clear glaze
13H X 7W X 5L cm
$70

Blossom
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze, acrylic and flocking fibres
14H X 7W X 4L cm
$90

Perfume
Slipcast, midfire, underglaze, clear glaze, acrylic and flocking fibres
11.5H x 7W x 4L cm
$70

JUSTIN SCIVETTI
Justin Maurice Scivetti is a figurative Landscape painter based in
Melbourne. His artistic practice is balanced by a career in horticulture
and landscaping, as well as nourishing his passion for plants working at
a nursery.Floating somewhere between the real and unreal, his
landscapes imbue a type of fantasy; they appear mysterious and otherworldly conjuring a quiet stillness. They are inspired by the natural and
built environment, exploring subtleties in colour and light to bring the
works to life.
Justin has a Bachelor of Fine Arts – Printmaking, after graduating from
the National Art School in 2011, a Diploma of Fine Arts – Painting &
Photography, St. George TAFE, Sydney in 2008, and more recently, a
Diploma of applied Horticultural Science – Melbourne Polytechnic, 2017.
He has been exhibited in numerous exhibitions in Sydney, and
Melbourne, and has been a finalist in several art prizes – including
recently receiving the Oil Painting Prize in the Waverly Art Prize 2019.
“These works navigate through a series of mazes and pathways, leading
us to wander through the garden of life. Drawn from formal and
architectural aspects of the garden, they inform the process of change,
growth, and nurturing to reveal our own Secret Garden.”
@justmaurice
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Through the Garden Arch
Oil on Polycotton, Tasmanian Oak Frame
76 x 60 cm
$1,400

Whisper
Oil on Polycotton, Tasmanian Oak Frame
76 x 60 cm
$1,400

Passage
Oil on Polycotton, Tasmanian Oak Frame
61 x 51 cm
$950

Maze
Oil on Polycotton, Tasmanian Oak Frame
41 x 76 cm
$950

OLYMPIA ANTONIADIS
Emerging Adelaide artist, Olympia Antoniadis has completed a
Bachelor of Visual Arts, painting at the Victorian College of Arts in
2015. Her most recent works uncover her personal experience with life,
death and the grieving process. Olympia uses flowers as symbols and
metaphors to explore the traditional genre of ‘Memento mori’ in a
contemporary light. Traditionally, a ‘Memento mori’ is an artistic or
symbolic reminder of the inevitability of death. The expression ‘memento
mori’ developed with the growth of Christianity, which emphasized
Heaven, Hell, and salvation of the soul in the afterlife.
In 2019 Antoniadis was runner up for the Belle Emerging art prize where
her work was displayed in the Gallery of NSW and a finalist in the
EMSLA painting prize.
"Symbolising purity, beauty and life, the orchid is both mesmerising and
alluring. In my composition “Collapse”, I’ve suspended orchids with rope.
The orchid begins to strain under the weight of flowers blooming as its
stems unwilling buckle and droop. As hidden puppeteer, I manipulate the
scene to elevate the fallen flowers, contrasting the dynamic tension
between the infinite dichotomy - of life and decay.”
@olympia.antoniadis
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Collapse
Oil on linen
91 x 112 cm
$5,500

SAXON QUINN
Saxon’s work takes a cue from the asphalt sprawl streetscapes of our
cities – in particular the cement material of our concrete jungles.
Inspired by his travels to New York City and other bustling metropolis,
his explorations use the medium of cement plaster as a literal
elucidation of the experienced environment. His works represent the
scarred, coarse-aggregate pavements and walls of the urban
landscape.
“Allendale, is the town where I grew up, in a home that in itself was an
artwork, and an extension of my mother’s creativity. This place was a
wonderland growing up - a wild overflowing garden that surrounded our
home. Mud brick walls, old chapel arches and blossoming flowers.”
Till this day when visiting the home, I always take the time to venture
outside at night and lay in the garden looking up at the mesmerising
clear night-sky. Shooting stars are a common theme whilst getting lost in
my thoughts. This series reflect my home and the enchanting
surroundings - the secret garden.”
@saxonjjquinn
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Summer nights
Cement, acrylics, pastels, led, paste on timber board with pine frame
83 x 113 cm
$2,700

Chasing stars
Cement, acrylics, pastels, led, paste on timber board with pine frame
88 x 63 cm
$2,100

Mothers eyes
Acrylics, pastels, paste, led on timber board with pine frame
53 x 53 cm
$1,500

SUSAN JACOBSEN
Susan Jacobson investigates the Australian landscape through a
rigorous practice of observation and mark-making. Drawing remains
central to Susan’s art practice and her response is further explored
across the disciplines of collage, painting and sculpture.
The coastal fringe and hinterland of Susan’s home, act as a rich catalyst
for site abstractions. Etched marks and fluid gestures intersect to track
the enormity and smaller fragments of terrain. Light variations of
tributaries and ocean, dense intertwined undergrowth of rainforests and
the humidity of restless space, present a constant source of fascination.
For Susan the academic training received at Art School and University
will be valued for life and she feels learning is perpetual. She has had
significant recognition in The Visual Arts and has won many art prizes
including: 29th Gold Coast Ceramics Art Award, The Manning Art
Prize: Nude and Naked, Salon de Refuse Parliament Plein Air Painting
Prize, Bay of Fires Art Award, National Still Life Award, and most
recently, The Little Things Art Prize( First place Ceramics 2020).
“Intertwined undergrowth, and fragments of lush rainforest intersect with
an understory of Tuckeroo, Brush box and Bangalow Palms. Ethereal
shafts of light pierce the scattered voids of the dense, tropical canopy.
Tallow Ridge Track winds to the Byron Bay Lighthouse. Here there is a
sense of deep gratitude, for the soulful relief of being immersed in
landscape so silent, pristine and majestic. The space, freedom, nurturing
and resilience of nature’s secret garden is revered. Communicating this
significance, is more poignant now than ever, in these challenging times.”
@susanjacobsenartist
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Leaf Tendrills
Acrylic on board, waxed oak frame
H57 x W62 X D5.5 cm
$1,100

Profusion of Bangalow palms
Acrylic on board, waxed oak frame
H43 x W46 x D5.5 cm
$650

Arakwal Understory
Acrylic on board, waxed oak frame
H57 x W62 x D5.5 cm
$1,100

Tallow track canopy
Acrylic on board, waxed oak frame
H43 x W46 x D5.5 cm
$650

SAINT CLOCHE
37 MACDONALD STREET PADDINGTON NSW
SAINTCLOCHE.COM

